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Jim Urquhart | The Salt Lake Tribune The home at left
on Uintah Circle was built in the 1930's while the home
on the right was completed in November of 2009
Monday, May 10, 2010 in the Yalecrest neighborhood in
Salt Lake City. Many residents in the area are concerned
with the area possibly losing it's historic nature with new
development while others are adding more square
footage to their homes or in the past demolished the
homes on their property and rebuilt newer larger homes.
5/10/10

Ruling could lead to Yalecrest
demolitions
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In a move that could cripple the Yalecrest “compromise” and
allow home demolitions this fall, the Historic Landmark
Commission has rejected the Salt Lake City Council’s
proposed ban on tear-downs in the still-polarized east-bench
neighborhood.

Yalecrest’s property-rights coalition hailed Wednesday’s vote,
insisting the suggested ordinance essentially amounts to a
“veiled historic district” with more draconian rules that may
bar remodels. Critical residents, who packed the commission
hearing and an open house last month, object to language that
defines demolition as the removal of 50 percent of the roof or
half a home’s exterior walls.

“It’s even more arbitrary [than historic-district standards],”
says Ben Winchester, spokesman for Yalecrest
Preservationists for Property Rights. “We’re concerned about
clarity — confusion with the process. This is a lot about
economic concerns.”

But city officials and historic-district backers fear the commission’s ruling may further scrub the character from
one of the city’s most-sought-after residential hubs.

The proposed ordinance, which the council forged in July as a compromise to a contentious historic district, next
faces the Planning Commission before a final council vote, likely in a month. It would require any planned
demolition of pre-1942 Yalecrest homes be approved by the Landmark Commission, and it prevents the fronts of
those houses from being altered.

“It was just put together too quickly and not well-thought out,” says Tracey Harty, a historic-district advocate who
owns a 1922 Tudor on Herbert Avenue. “It’s not going to pass, and there’s going to be some houses coming down
in September.”

In March, the council passed a six-month moratorium on Yalecrest razings while the neighborhood debated
whether to create a historic district. By summer, the discussions had turned ugly, pitting neighbors, prompting
threats and luring lawyers. Council members say they rarely have seen such enmity, much of it accusing them of
having a “secret agenda.” Last month, they shelved the historic district, then shrank the Yalecrest boundary before
suggesting the new rules. Neighbors still could propose district status, but any proposal would have to come from
the grass roots.

Now, although the moratorium remains until Sept. 10, a lack of preservation consensus could leave Yalecrest
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paralyzed. And Colonials, Tudors and bungalows soon could be exposed to the wrecking ball.

“If we don’t adopt something by Sept. 10 or 11, we will lose some homes,” Councilwoman Jill Remington Love
says. “Frankly, at this point, I don’t think there will be an ordinance that is responsible. We’ll have to suffer the
consequences.”

Love says the council doesn’t want to buck the planning experts or pass anything “reckless.” The conundrum —
made worse, she says, by the suspicion from both sides — is unlike anything she has witnessed in eight years at
City Hall.

“There is not a simple solution for Yalecrest,” Love frets. “Neighbor to neighbor, they’re having difficulty talking.
And I’m not sure how the city should interject.”

Petitions are hurtling across the Internet and rival groups continue to recruit. Yalecrest Preservationists for
Property Rights now is up against Yalecrest Yes!, which wants to start anew with a historic-district push. Both
sides claim 70 percent support their view, making the math as irreconcilable as the rhetoric.

Still, the commission’s negative recommendation may have tilted the tide. A commission report cites the critics’
claim that the regulation is “excessively bureaucratic, diminishes property rights and prevents reasonable
remodels.”

Commissioners argued the ordinance is a “Band-Aid approach” that needs better definition, according to
Assistant Planning Director Cheri Coffey.

For good measure, an attorney hired by the property-rights group skewers the demolition outline in a three-page
letter he issued. “The city is now attempting to coerce residents to agree with undefined standards that the city
could not impose,” Jodi Howick writes. “Historic-district standards, in any form, would subject residents to
conflicting development standards that would undoubtedly fuel disputes and promote litigation.”

After months of wrangling, Harty concedes Yalecrest is headed back to the future — and unwilling to
compromise.

“It feels like starting over to us,” she says. “And we don’t want to have any more meetings or discussions —
especially with our neighbors.”
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What’s next?

P Salt Lake City’s proposed demolition ordinance for most of Yalecrest is scheduled for a hearing and likely vote
by the Planning Commission onWednesday. It is tentatively set for a final council vote Sept. 7, three days before
an existing demolition moratorium expires.
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